17 Horses Die on Way to be Slaughtered for Human
Consumption
Humane Treatment of Horses a Government Pipe Dream
Over the years, we have seen many statements from government representatives proclaiming
that horses destined for slaughter must be treated humanely. This is a typical excerpt from a
form letter sent to a supporter by the Liberal government, echoing what was declared by the
Conservatives before them: “Our government is committed to the humane treatment of horses
in Canada. We take issues of animal welfare very seriously.”
But we have only to look beyond the rhetoric to see what really happens behind the scenes.
Access to Information files have once again revealed blatant, preventable cruelty to animals,
packaged as reportable incidents by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency. Proof of a severely
flawed system lurks in reports of numerous dead horses: the CFIA reports 17 deaths while horses
were trailered or in holding barns, between January 1, 2018 and October 31, 2019.
True, it is not possible for the CFIA to have eyes everywhere; officials cannot always be present
to stop uncaring individuals from being negligent or cruel. Therefore, no one stops a blind horse
from being loaded.
No one prevents crippled horses and horses with significant lacerations and other injuries from
being loaded.
No one steps in to stop a downed horse from being dragged off a trailer.
In that particular incident, the Contract Security staff at a slaughterhouse permitted the
presumably dead animal to be dragged out of the trailer by a loader. Later the CFIA determined
the horse to be alive when dragged.
We would never, ever allow such treatment of our beloved dogs and cats. It can be assumed
that at least some horses mistreated by the slaughter industry were, at one time, someone’s
pet. (In fact, one slaughtered horse, according to the ATIP information we received, was
labelled as “pet”.) But does it really matter if they were or weren’t? They all feel pain.

What can we do to prevent these horrible incidents from happening?
There is a way. We have said it many times before, and we’ll say it again: equine slaughter, and
the road to slaughter, are not humane.
A government truly committed to the humane treatment of horses in Canada will take steps
to end horse slaughter and the exports of live horses to slaughter.

Documents contained in this report, obtained through Access to Information, are with regard to horses
arriving at federally licensed slaughter establishments who were deceased, injured or had given birth
while in transit from January 1, 2018 to October 31, 2019.

On January 15, 2019 the Safe Food for Canadians Regulations (SFCR) came into force. Accordingly,
slaughter establishments are to prevent avoidable suffering, injury or death during all slaughter
activities beginning with the receiving of the animals.
Section 128 Humane handling and avoidable suffering, injury or death

On October 24, 2019 a Corrective Action Request (CAR) was issued to one establishment for not meeting
the regulatory requirements related to humane handling of animals, in contravention of Sections 128
and 130 of the SFCR. Specifically, ‘A food animal was not properly assessed on its arrival at the
establishment, and was not immediately taken care of/handled in order to prevent/alleviate
suffering.’
From 3:45 a.m. to 5:17 a.m. on October 22, 2019, under the observation of night Contract Security staff,
a live horse, downed in a transport trailer was dragged from the trailer with a loader by the trucking
staff. Contract Security staff log indicated the trucks in question left the plant at 5:17a.m. and the
License Holder was not notified by Contract Security about a compromised downed horse until 5:50 a.m.
Interview of the Contract Security staff indicated the compromised horse was dead, when upon
examination by a CFIA veterinarian the compromised downed horse was alive.
It is unclear how long this unfortunate horse was allowed to suffer as no time of death is provided or
how long he/she was down before being discovered.

Copies of twelve "Imported Animals Slaughter Confirmation" records were sent reporting the deaths of
13 horses. Two horses died on the same load entering Canada at the Sarnia port of entry on November
22, 2018. Sixteen ante-mortem screening reports were received indicating 17 deaths occurred during
this time period, either on the trailer or while in the holding barn.

Two horses on this trailer entering Canada at Sarnia, Ontario were recorded as ‘dead upon arrival’. There were 30
horses in all on this conveyance.

On October 17, 2018 a seven year old mare, described as a ‘pet’ on her EID and affixed with tag number
468 was found to be severely lame when unloaded from the trailer. Upon post-mortem examination,
the young mare was found to have a partial fracture of the tibiotarsal joint. Subsequent to her slaughter,
the affected portion of the leg was condemned and the remainder approved for human consumption.
You can read more about this in our previous blog post here.

The Equine Information Document accompanying the above mentioned lame mare (tag 468) describes her as a 7
year old Pet.

The ante-mortem form below records one horse dead in the barn and another with a swollen left hind
leg (tag number 045). As indicated in the animals’ identification section of the document, the horses
bear the Bar S (-S) brand which is registered in Montana to Bouvry Exports. The Bar S Feedlot serves as
Bouvry’s American collection station and is located in Shelby, Montana.

Ante mortem screening records described the conditions of horses examined and included various cuts,
crippled and lame animals. A few examples are below:

Twenty-five colts were checked and one ‘stiff cripple’, who was segregated.

Four horses, described as cripples, were segregated.

Three horses with neck wounds.

One horse described as having a rectal prolapse.

On May 21, 2019 a horse having a 10 inch laceration on his/her abdomen was recommended for immediate
slaughter for humane reason.

On June 19, 2019 one horse was described on the ante-mortem record as “blind- hitting everything,
few cuts”. We hope he/she was segregated although this isn’t indicated on the form:

On July 18, 2019 we read the account of one horse who had cut the tendon on his/her right front foot
the previous day and was taken to a veterinarian in Fort MacLeod. Due to the expense of the treatment
the horse was ‘brought in for immediate slaughter’:

The EID pictured above describes this horse as an 18 year old sorrel mare, primarily used for breeding and owned by
the same person since 2001.

Included in the documents was a completed Saskatchewan Livestock Permit with 35 slaughter horses
and Manitoba entered in the province code section. Six mares and geldings are listed along with their
brands but also included were ‘‘some heavy horses having number brands that are owner identification
numbers, not registered brands’’. We can only speculate on where they originated.

All documents may be viewed here and appear as received, with portions exempted under sections 17
and 19(1) of the Access to Information Act.
**Caution- pages 1 to 18 contain several graphic post-mortem images that may be upsetting to some
readers.

